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TeamAfrica guide for
Academic Writing
By Peter Stochholm 2016
This course is an adapted version of
guidelines from a number of universities and writing labs. Special credit to
Purdue University Online Writing Lab and Vrije Universitet Amsterdam.
–
For lay-out and style we use an adapted version of The Chicago Manual of
Style (CMS)

Expected Course outcome
This course is a writing workshop, meaning that you learn how to work
with different genres, how to use and quote literature and how to shape a
thesis.
At the end of the degree programme you are expected to do a proper small
scale research and write a thesis that abide by international academic
standards.
The principles of this course should be your guideline in all written
assignments.

Suggested Course Outline:
Day 1: Introduction
Requirements, Standards, Text genres, Essay writing, Rhetoric concepts,
Pauls rhetoric in Philemon, Short 5 part essay exercise.

Day 2: From Essay to Thesis proposal
Thesis statement, Research question, Developing a strong statement, CMS
author date system, Assignment 1: Research on Exodus.

Day 3:
Including literature, Quote, summarize, paraphrase, Using the references in
a discussion, Evaluating sources, Assignment 2: The Synoptic problem.

Day 4: How to create and maintain a proper lay-out
Structure of an Essay, Abstract, Layout rules, Helpful functions in Word,

Day 5: How to avoid plagiary
What is plagiary? And why is it an offence? Examples of incorrect use of
other people’s work. Examples of correct use of other people’s work
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Day 1
Text Genres
The genre of the text must match the purpose of the text.
You will write in a different way if you are writing a letter to your mum,
an article for a newspaper, a poem or an academic dissertation.
Inappropriate genre or style will compromise the text and the message.
Exercise 1: Spent some time to do the genre-recognition. (hand-out ).

Essay writing
Read hand-out ’Essay Writing’ and discuss in groups the various types of
essays. – Notice the structure of a ’5-part essay’.
Exercise 2: For each of the three essay types, compile a list subjects that
would fit that particular approach.

Rhetorical Concepts
Many people have heard of the rhetorical concepts of logos, ethos, and
pathos even if they do not necessarily know what they fully mean. These
three terms, along with kairos and telos, were used by Aristotle to help
explain how rhetoric functions. In ancient Greece, these terms
corresponded with basic components that all rhetorical situations have.
Exercise 3: Read hand-out Aristotele and discus each concept in groups

Paul and rhetoric
Exercise 4: Read the letter to Philemon and discus the structure of Paul’s
argument.
What is it Paul wants? – Does he say that directly?
How many different elements does he link together to achieve what he
wants?
Read hand-out ’Paul’s Persuasive Tactics in the Letter to Philemon’ and
see if you agree with the author regarding the number of such elements.
Does the letter to Philemon relate to Plato’s 5 categories?

Assignment of the day:
Write a short 5-part essay on a subject of your choice. (2 pages)
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Day 2: Elements of a Thesis Proposal
After dreading, discussing and evaluating homework, we proceed with:
Mini-Thesis Exercise 1:

Thesis statement
A Biblical example of a ’disertation’: Romans.
Where in chapter 1 do you see a ’strong claim’?
Exercise: Read Hand-Out ’Paul’s Thesis Statement’ and discuss how this
claim (1) relates to other scriptures by Paul, e.g. Phil 1,12-13. – mention
other examples.

Developing Strong Thesis Statements
Let us work through the hand-out ’ Developing Strong Thesis Statements’
paragraph by paragraph to explore qualities of a thesis statement.
Exercise 5: in small groups compile a list of statements relating to the
world of the Bible. Make a poor and a good version of each.

From Research area to Research Question
Read hand-out ’1st MTP’, followed by class discussion of ‘Problem
Background’ and ‘importance of discussion’
What do you think about the ‘road map’ towards the research question?

The CMS Author-Date system: Sample Citations
It is very important to give credit to authors and sources you cite in your
paper. Chicago Manual of Style (CMS) sets out the most common
internationally recognised way to do this.
Each example first illustrates the complete reference that must be used first
time the source is cited (can be put in foot notes).
Same entry format must appear in the bibliography.
Next is shown the parenthetical citation which is used in the text at any
later citing of the same source.
Please get very familiar with this system. Using material from other
sources without proper reference is called Plagiary, and is considered a
major offence in the academic world:

Book
One author
Pollan, Michael. 2006. The Omnivore’s Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals.
New York: Penguin.
(Pollan 2006, 99–100)
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Two or more authors
Ward, Geoffrey C., and Ken Burns. 2007. The War: An Intimate History, 1941–1945.
New York: Knopf.
(Ward and Burns 2007, 52)
For four or more authors,

List all of the authors in the reference list; in the text, list only the first
author, followed by et al. (“and others”):
(Barnes et al. 2010)
Editor, translator, or compiler instead of author
Lattimore, Richmond, trans. 1951. The Iliad of Homer. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press.
(Lattimore 1951, 91–92)
Editor, translator, or compiler in addition to author
García Márquez, Gabriel. 1988. Love in the Time of Cholera. Translated by Edith
Grossman. London: Cape.
(García Márquez 1988, 242–55)

Chapter or other part of a book
Kelly, John D. 2010. “Seeing Red: Mao Fetishism, Pax Americana, and the Moral
Economy of War.” In Anthropology and Global Counterinsurgency, edited by John D.
Kelly, Beatrice Jauregui, Sean T. Mitchell, and Jeremy Walton, 67–83. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press.
(Kelly 2010, 77)

Preface, foreword, introduction, or similar part of a book
Rieger, James. 1982. Introduction to Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus, by
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, xi–xxxvii. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
(Rieger 1982, xx–xxi)

Book published electronically
If a book is available in more than one format, cite the version you
consulted. For books consulted online, list a URL.
Austen, Jane. 2007. Pride and Prejudice. New York: Penguin Classics. Kindle edition.
Kurland, Philip B., and Ralph Lerner, eds. 1987. The Founders’ Constitution. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press. http://press-pubs.uchicago.edu/founders/.
(Austen 2007)
(Kurland and Lerner, chap. 10, doc. 19)

Journal article
In the text, list the specific page numbers consulted, if any. In the reference
list entry, list the page range for the whole article.
Weinstein, Joshua I. 2009. “The Market in Plato’s Republic.” Classical Philology
104:439–58.
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(Weinstein 2009, 440)

Book review
Kamp, David. 2006. “Deconstructing Dinner.” Review of The Omnivore’s Dilemma:
A Natural History of Four Meals, by Michael Pollan. New York Times, April 23,
Sunday Book Review.
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/23/books/review/23kamp.html.
(Kamp 2006)

Thesis or dissertation
Choi, Mihwa. 2008. “Contesting Imaginaires in Death Rituals during the Northern
Song Dynasty.” PhD diss., University of Chicago.
(Choi 2008)

Paper presented at a meeting or conference
Adelman, Rachel. 2009. “ ‘Such Stuff as Dreams Are Made On’: God’s Footstool in
the Aramaic Targumim and Midrashic Tradition.” Paper presented at the annual
meeting for the Society of Biblical Literature, New Orleans, Louisiana, November 21–
24.
(Adelman 2009)

Website
A citation to website content can often be limited to a mention in the text
(“As of July 19, 2008, the McDonald’s Corporation listed on its website . . .”).
Google. 2009. “Google Privacy Policy.” Last modified March 11.
http://www.google.com/intl/en/privacypolicy.html.

Item in a commercial database
For items retrieved from a commercial database, add the name of the
database and an accession number following the facts of publication.
Exercice 6: Write up authors of a book, a chapter of a book with several
contributors and an editor, at translated book, and a website.

Assignment of the day: (1st MTP) Exodus Route
Write the first sections of a Mini Thesis Proposal (hereafter MTP) with a
similar structure as the example.
Start with the same broad question ‘if the Israelites ever were in Egypt’,
but end up with a different research question relating to either evidence of
Jewish slaves in Egypt or the Red Sea Crossing.
Be sure to identify at least three sources to draw information from.
Give an outline of the sections where the discussion of evidence will take
place. - Take time to find books in the library. Write a total of about 1000
words (3 pages)
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Day 3 Using literature in your paper
Reading and discussing the introductions and research questions from
yesterday’s assignment.

2nd Mini-Thesis Proposal (Synoptic Problem /
Quoting literature)
Read the hand-out ‘2nd Mini-Thesis Proposal (Synoptic Problem /
Quoting literature)’
Class discussion: What is the Synoptic problem?
Why is that important?
Where can we find information about it?
Can the question be finally answered?
What kind of essay would it be reasonable to write on this subject?

How to include literature
There are basically 3 ways you can bring theories and ideas from other
authors into your paper: Quoting, Summarizing and Paraphrasing.
Summarizing

Paraphrasing

Quoting

Must reference the
original source

Must reference the
original source

Must reference the
original source

The text is much
shorter than the
original text.

The text produced may
be shorter or longer
than the original text

The text produced is the
exact words and length of
the original text quoted
(unless ellipses are used)

(For example, one may
write a single page to
summarize a four-page
article.)
Must use your own
words, with a very
limited use of
quotations.

Use quotation marks or
put it in a block quote.
Must use your own
words

Must be the exact words
of the original text quoted

Exercise 7: (in small grups): Imagine you are writing a paper about the
new nature of a Christian. You want to refer to John 3,16. as a key
statement.
Do this reference in the three different ways. Treat the quote as a general
literature reference. In the summarizing version, include the whole
dialogue between Jesus and Nicodemus.
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Exercise 8: Peer Summarizing:
Step 1: Write down your testimony, or other kind of self biography.
Include something about your goal in life.
10 minutes, aproximately 1 full page / minimum 200 words.
Step 2: Switch seats randomly (such as playing musical chairs) and sit
down at another student’s desk and create a summary of the material in the
freewrite. - Aim for less than 80 words. Leave your summary at the desk.
Step 3: Return to your original work, read the summaries and decide
on whether the summarizer did a good job in creating a summary of the
original.

How to use literature statements
The references you use should never be seen as ’the final verdict in the
matter’. – You must treat statements you quote as if you are engaging in a
discussion with the author. – You must explore further questions and draw
conclusions.
Elements to concider are: The credability of the author, The depth of his
background research, His general world view / scientific orientation, and
certainly also what his opponents say about the same thing.
This means that you always need to treat the quotations, never just state
them.
Ex. from Harding University, Matthew Dabbs, 2003: Pauls use of rethoric in Philemon, 14

Finally, the Peroration or Epilogue in which a speaker would: “dispose the
hearer favorably towards oneself and unfavorably towards the adversary; to
amplify and depreciate; to excite the emotions of the hearer; to recapitulate.”38
Church labeled Paul’s use of rhetoric in Philemon with the following
structure: Introduction (1-3), Exordium (4-7), Proof (8-16), Peroration (17-22),
and Final Greetings (23-25).39 The Introduction and Final Greetings are not part
of traditional rhetorical form but one has to remember this is a letter and not a
speech. A case could be made for modifying Church’s model and extending the
Exordium to verse 10. In these additional three verses, Paul makes his two
appeals. As stated above, this is …
36 Clarice

J. Martin, “The Rhetorical Function of Commercial Language in Paul’s Letter to

Philemon (Verse 18),” 326.
37 Aristotle
38 Ibid,
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3.17.5-9.

3.19.1

39 F.

F. Church, “Rhetorical Structure and Design in Paul’s Letter to Philemon,” 21-33 and Clarice J.

Martin, “The Rhetorical Function of Commercial Language in Paul’s Letter to Philemon (Verse 18),”
325

Exercise 9: Discuss in groups how Dabbs use the cited literature.
What does he agree and/or disagree with Clarice and Chruch about?
Find examples in the library where authors quote others, and describe why
they find it neccesary to quote, and how they treat the quote.

Academic quality of souces
The sources you can use in an academic paper must have certain qualities.
You won’t expect such quality from an author from an author who did not
pursue formal training, - opposite even a professor can at times write books
that are not academic in style.
Generally some criteria are:
You can ask the following questions to determine if a source is credible.
Who is the author? Credible sources are written by authors respected in
their fields of study. Responsible, credible authors will cite their sources so
that you can check the accuracy of and support for what they've written.
(This is also a good way to find more sources for your own research.)
How recent is the source? The choice to seek recent sources depends on
your topic. Sources on the Roamn Empir may could still contain accurate
information even if they are quite old. In contrary sources on information
technologies undergo rapid changes, and need to be much more current.
What is the author's purpose? Is the author presenting a neutral,
objective view of a topic? Or is the author advocating one specific view of
a topic? Who is funding the research or writing of this source? A source
written from a particular point of view may be credible; however, you need
to be careful that your sources don't limit your coverage of a topic to one
side of a debate.
Exercise 10: Select a book, and describe your impression of:
The authors credability, his purpose, and whether the age of the book
affects the usefulness of the information.

Assignment of the day: (2nd MTP)
Form groups of 2-4 people and start working on a Thesis Proposal on the
Synoptic Problem. (or another subject of your choice)
Your task is to find a few books or other sources on the matter, - identify
some of the claims the authors make, and put them into a short discussion
(in writing) using your sources in various ways: direct citation in text,
block citation, and paraphrasing, - all the time giving proper credit to the
author.
9

You must also make a mini bibliography listing all the cited works.
Let’s take one step at a time:
1: form groups, decide your subject. Write down you draft research
question. Write your names, the subject and the research question on a
paper and give it to me.
2: go to the library and find books. Find about 4 interesting statements. For
each of them discuss how you may use it in you text. Prepare plenum:
3: In plenum read out at least one of the quotes, and share how you intend
to use it. Describe if you will quote the whole passage. Give an example of
how the passage could be paraphrased instead.
4: as group work, write 3 paragraphs using the viewpoint of your selected
authors, contrasting and comparing their views.
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Day 4 proper lay-out
Reading of selected examples from the day before.

Structure of an Essay
The most common structure is the 5-part essay.
Some could be confused by this number 5, as it does not mean 5
paragraphs, but 3 main-sections: introduction, body, conclusion, which are
all subdivided as needed. The body would normally be divided in 3 sub
questions / sub discussion, each bringing in supporting and opposing
viewpoints cited from credible sources.

Abstract
An abstract is a short statement that summarizes the whole essense of the
thesis: the claim, the problem and the perspective of the findings.
An abstract is not required in a Bachelor thesis, but on the other hand it is a
good exercise to write one.

Lay-out for an academic paper
These rules are often adapted to the various colleges.
Lay-out is important for various reasons:
It makes the paper look as a proper piece of work.
It makes it easy to mark for the lecturers.
It supports overview and clarity.
Below a slightly adapted CMS guideline for layout and headings, and next
recommendation for utilising some of the style facilities in MS-Word.
Print all on A4 paper
Cover page and
No page number on cover or finish:
index pages.
We look at style as
Title is centred one-third of a way to underline
the way down the page. Can good structure and
be all caps or title case,
taste.
preferably written in Arial Some creativity
rounded 24 pt.;
allowed as long as
it does not
Name + course/College +
compromise the
date several lines later, also basic requirements.
centred, 16 pt.
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2.5 cm margins on all sides;
Times New Roman or
similar, 12 pt.;
1½-space text, with one
space after punctuation
between sentences;

Recommendation:
Use headline styles in
MS-Word, in order to
create automatic index.
Adapt similar to this:

Page numbers beginning
with Arabic numeral 1 on
the first page of text.
Footnotes preferably in
10pt.
Flush left the first line of the
entry and indent subsequent
lines
Single-space reference
entries internally. Doublespace entries externally.
Order entries alphabetically
by the authors’ last names.
Heading 1: Arial bold 20 pt.
space 24p before 6 after
Heading 2: Arial bold 16 pt.
Space 18p before 6 after
Heading 3: Arial bold 12 pt.
space 12p before 0p after.

Body text:
It is important to
maintain margins
and minimum line
space.
Double line space is
allowed
Figures and tables
must have a title
and be numbered.
Bibliography:
Center the title,
“Bibliography,” at
the top of the page.

Block quotations:
Times New Roman
single space,
indentation 10mm
both sides, space
6pt before and after.

Using the function: TOC (table of contents)
TOC is found far left on the tab ‘References’ in Word 2010 for Windows
and in the tab ‘Insert’ in Word 2008 for Mac. –
If you use the heading styles, the TOC will generate automatically, and
update as you make changes.

The functions: Insert Citation / New Source / Bibliography
Illustration below is from
Word 2010 (Windows). In the
tab References you start by
selecting the style option
‘Chicago’.
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Next you press ‘Insert Citation’. This gives you the option to ‘Add new

source’. In the dialogue box that
comes up you first select if the new
source is a book, or another type of
source. Then, depending on your
choice, the form prompts you for all the required information.
This is a great help, but remember: The responsibility for complete and
correct references and bibliography entries is still resting on you!
Word also has a system to number figures and tables, but if you have only
few of these, it may be easier to number them manually.

Assignment of the day: (3rd MTP)
Continue on the paper you wrote yesterday (if you have it on file).
This time: add some more text and make sure you follow all the lay-out
instructions: Font sizes, line space, foot notes for first reference,
indentation of block quotations, page numbers.
Front page, index, correct 5-part structure (introduction, 3 arguments
treated, conclusion), Bibliography.
This time lay-out is the main issue, but if you have time, work on a logical
progression of the text, and make sure the literature is used, not just cited!
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Day 5 How to avoid plagiary
Plagiary is one of the most common offences in academic writing.
Remember: Your thesis must be your own writing, not a copy of what
others have said or written.
It is fine and necessary to use quotes, but
Quotes are only there because you want to discuss them.
Quotes must always be properly indicates, so they are not mistaken for
something you have produces.
Quotes should always be short.
Any other use of other peoples writing would be seen as plagiary! And that
could cause your mark to be zero, or even have more serious
consequences, such as having a degree revoked!
Some people try to paraphrase things others have written. That is a
dangerous venture! – If you come too close to their use of language, or if
you end up with a similar structure and conclusions this will also be seen
as plagiary!
The safe way is to avoid such ‘grey-zone’ situations.
Be sure you have your own plan, use the language and sentence structure
you are familiar with and draw your own conclusions.
And make sure you draw quoted text into a discussion, not only use them
as statements of fact.
If there is a chapter of a book that you find very central to your thesis, you
can write that you find such and such chapter very important, and even that
you generally agree with the author. You can also summarize the chapter
in your own word. Such a summary will be down to one or two paragraphs.
You may also quote a specific statement from the text; precise and well
marked. But never summarise paragraph by paragraph through a whole
chapter.
Exercise 12: This
Subject Exam: Hand in your day-4 assignment for marking.
The following articles will be handed out as part of exercises.
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Handouts: Documents to be used together
with this guide
Chicago Manual Style, UGA Libraries, www.libs.uga.edu (easy overview)
Handouts can be downloaded in pdf format for easy printing.

Handout 1 Different text genre
Exercise:
Read the following examples, and classify them into one of these genres:
.
• Lyrics
.
• Poetry
.
• Fiction / story telling (prose)
.
• Non-fiction (course books)
• Academic Paper What did you use as criteria for putting the various examples into that
particular genre? Make your own list of special features for each genre. In a group discuss your
findings, and agree on what is typical for each genre.
Example
1
“You win over people just like you win over a dog. You see a dog passing down the street with an old
bone in his mouth. You don't grab the bone from him and tell him it's not good for him. He'll growl at
you. It's the only thing he has. But you throw a big fat lamb chop in front of him, and he's going to
drop that bone and pick up the lamb chop, his tail wagging to beat the band. And you've got a friend.
Instead of going around grabbing bones from people... I'm going to throw them some lamb chops.
Something with real meat and life in it. I'm going to tell them about New Beginnings.”
― David Wilkerson, The Cross and the Switchblade
Example

2

Shout to the Lord, all the earth; Let us sing. Power and majesty, praise to the King. Mountains
bow down and the seas will roar At the sound of Your name I sing for joy at the work of Your
hands Forever I'll love you, forever I'll stand Nothing compares to the promise I have in You!
Darlene Zschech
Example

3

There is no life of happiness than life of having God’s love. This life of unspeakable joy, the life that
our heart was meant to enjoy is the life in God. The life so precious than diamond or gold The Godly
life so compatible for the young and the old The true great life for world.
Richard Simfukwe / Zambia
Example

4

In a large bowl, dissolve the sugar in warm water, and then stir in yeast. Allow to proof until yeast
resembles a creamy foam. Mix salt and oil into the yeast. Mix in flour one cup at a time. Knead dough
on a lightly floured surface until smooth. Place in a well oiled bowl, and turn dough to coat. Cover
with a damp cloth. Allow to rise until doubled in bulk, about 1 hour. Punch dough down. Knead for a
few minutes, and divide in half. Shape into loaves, and place into two well oiled 9x5 inch loaf pans.
Allow to rise for 30 minutes, or until dough has risen 1 inch above pans. Bake at 350 degrees F (175
degrees C) for 30 minutes
Example

5

"In 1968 base-level ecclesial communities (CEBs: Comunidades eclesiales de base) were just
coming into being. Over the past ten years they have multiplied and matured, particularly in some
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countries, so that now they are one of the causes for joy and hope in the Church. In communion with
their bishops, and in line with Medellin'3 request, they have become centers of evangelization and
moving forces for liberation and development
(CELAM, 1979, p. 136).
Example

6

'Stephen turned towards his companion and looked at him for a moment boldly in the eyes. Lynch,
recovering from his laughter, answered his look from his humbled eyes. The long slender flattened
skull beneath the long pointed cap brought before Stephen's mind the image of a hooded reptile. The
eyes, too, were reptile-like in glint and gaze. Yet at that instant, humbled and alert in their look, they
were lit by one tiny human point, the window of a shrivelled soul, poignant and self-embittered.'
James Joyce
Example

7

… One problem with heaven-oriented salvation (after dead) related to transformational development is
that it does not provide (a cause-effect) incentive for believers to engage the mission of God. Paul, in
his letter to the Romans (6:17-18) made clear the purpose of our salvation even as he advised them
“You have been set free from sin and have become slaves to righteousness.” The righteousness of God
pertain His intentions. In poverty contexts it cannot be disassociated with God’s concern for the poor.
John Nunes, president of Lutheran World Relief, explains this eloquently as follows:
In Hebrew and Greek, righteousness and justice share root words. As justified believers – made right
with God entirely through Jesus Christ – our attitude toward and treatment of the poor is fundamental
justice question. Questions of justice inevitable flow from the faith of the justified ones. (Nunes 1999,
34)
Since the Fall God has been addressing both the root of all human problems and manifest symptoms.
The human facet of the mission of God differs from context to context depending of the prevailing
problems. The church in Africa enjoys a good opportunity to engage the mission of God as it is
becoming the center of gravity of Christianity in a period that it is perceived to be the most powerful
institution in sub-Saharan Africa (Gifford 1998, 1). The church nevertheless need come to terms with
the fact that salvation is grounded in the objectivity of the story of God (Wright 2007, 129), to capture
the momentum of the mission of God in present-day context. Otherwise, “as long as we see salvation
in terms of going to heaven when we die, the main work of the church is bound to be seen in terms of
saving souls for that future (Wright 2008, 197).”

Try in the same way to classify the Biblical genre examples below:
Example
8
Job 1:1 In the land of Uz there lived a man whose name was Job. This man was blameless and
upright; he feared God and shunned evil.
2 He had seven sons and three daughters,
3 and he owned seven thousand sheep, three thousand camels, five hundred yoke of oxen and five
hundred donkeys, and had a large number of servants. He was the greatest man among all the people
of the East.
4 His sons used to take turns holding feasts in their homes, and they would invite their three sisters
to eat and drink with them.
Example

9

9 Make this tabernacle and all its furnishings exactly like the pattern I will show you.
10 "Have them make a chest of acacia wood-- two and a half cubits long, a cubit and a half wide,
and a cubit and a half high.
11 Overlay it with pure gold, both inside and out, and make a gold molding around it.
12 Cast four gold rings for it and fasten them to its four feet, with two rings on one side and two rings
on the other.
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13 Then make poles of acacia wood and overlay them with gold.
14 Insert the poles into the rings on the sides of the chest to carry it.
15 The poles are to remain in the rings of this ark; they are not to be removed.
Example

10

4 "O LORD, when you went out from Seir, when you marched from the land of Edom, the earth
shook, the heavens poured, the clouds poured down water.
5 The mountains quaked before the LORD, the One of Sinai, before the LORD, the God of Israel.
6 "In the days of Shamgar son of Anath, in the days of Jael, the roads were abandoned; travelers
took to winding paths.
7 Village life in Israel ceased, ceased until I, Deborah, arose, arose a mother in Israel.
Example

11

27 Isaiah cries out concerning Israel: "Though the number of the Israelites be like the sand
by the sea, only the remnant will be saved.
28 For the Lord will carry out his sentence on earth with speed and finality."
29 It is just as Isaiah said previously: "Unless the Lord Almighty had left us descendants,
we would have become like Sodom, we would have been like Gomorrah."
30 What then shall we say? That the Gentiles, who did not pursue righteousness, have
obtained it, a righteousness that is by faith;
31 but Israel, who pursued a law of righteousness, has not attained it.
32 Why not? Because they pursued it not by faith but as if it were by works. They stumbled
over the "stumbling stone."
33 As it is written: "See, I lay in Zion a stone that causes men to stumble and a rock that
makes them fall, and the one who trusts in him will never be put to shame."

Handout 2: Essay Writing
Essay Writing
What is an essay?
Though the word essay has come to be understood as a type of writing in Modern English,
its origins provide us with some useful insights.The word comes into the English language
through the French influence on Middle English; tracing it back further, we find that the
French form of the word comes from the Latin verb exigere, which means "to examine, test,
or (literally) to drive out." Through the excavation of this ancient word, we are able to
unearth the essence of the academic essay: to encourage students to test or examine their
ideas concerning a particular topic.
Essays are shorter pieces of writing that often require the student to hone a number of skills
such as close reading, analysis, comparison and contrast, persuasion, conciseness, clarity,
and exposition. As is evidenced by this list of attributes, there is much to be gained by the
student who strives to succeed at essay writing.
The purpose of an essay is to encourage students to develop ideas and concepts in their
writing with the direction of little more than their own thoughts (it may be helpful to view
the essay as the converse of a research paper). Therefore, essays are (by nature) concise and
require clarity in purpose and direction. This means that there is no room for the student’s
thoughts to wander or stray from his or her purpose; the writing must be deliberate and
interesting.
This handout should help students become familiar and comfortable with the process of
essay composition through the introduction of some common essay genres. This handout
includes a brief introduction to the following genres of essay writing:
Expository essays • Descriptive essays • Narrative essays • Argumentative (Persuasive)
essays Contributors:Jack Baker, Allen Brizee, Elizabeth Angeli.
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Expository Essays
The expository essay is a genre of essay that requires the student to investigate an idea,
evaluate evidence, expound on the idea, and set forth an argument concerning that idea in a
clear and concise manner. This can be accomplished through comparison and contrast,
definition, example, the analysis of cause and effect, etc.
The structure of the expository essay is held together by the following.
• A clear, concise, and defined thesis statement that occurs in the first paragraph of the
essay.
It is essential that this thesis statement be appropriately narrowed to follow the guidelines
set forth in the assignment. If the student does not master this portion of the essay, it will be
quite difficult to compose an effective or persuasive essay.
• Clear and logical transitions between the introduction, body, and conclusion.
Transitions are the mortar that holds the foundation of the essay together. Without logical
progression of thought, the reader is unable to follow the essay’s argument, and the structure
will collapse.
• Body paragraphs that include evidential support. Each paragraph should be limited to
the exposition of one general idea. This will allow for clarity and direction throughout the
essay. What is more, such conciseness creates an ease of readability for one’s audience. It is
important to note that each paragraph in the body of the essay must have some logical
connection to the thesis statement in the opening paragraph.
• Evidential support (whether factual, logical, statistical, or anecdotal). Often times,
students are required to write expository essays with little or no preparation; therefore, such
essays do not typically allow for a great deal of statistical or factual evidence.
• A bit of creativity! Though creativity and artfulness are not always associated with essay
writing, it is an art form nonetheless. Try not to get stuck on the formulaic nature of
expository writing at the expense of writing something interesting. Remember, though you
may not be crafting the next great novel, you are attempting to leave a lasting impression on
the people evaluating your essay.
• A conclusion that does not simply restate the thesis, but readdresses it in light of the
evidence provided.
It is at this point of the essay that students will inevitably begin to struggle. This is the
portion of the essay that will leave the most immediate impression on the mind of the
reader. Therefore, it must be effective and logical. Do not introduce any new information
into the conclusion; rather, synthesize and come to a conclusion concerning the information
presented in the body of the essay.
A complete argument
Perhaps it is helpful to think of an essay in terms of a conversation or debate with a
classmate. If I were to discuss the cause of the Great Depression and its current effect on
those who lived through the tumultuous time, there would be a beginning, middle, and end
to the conversation. In fact, if I were to end the exposition in the middle of my second point,
questions would arise concerning the current effects on those who lived through the
Depression. Therefore, the expository essay must be complete, and logically so, leaving no
doubt as to its intent or argument.
The five‐ paragraph Essay
A common method for writing an expository essay is the five-paragraph approach. This is,
however, by no means the only formula for writing such essays. If it sounds straightforward,
that is because it is; in fact, the method consists of:
1 an introductory paragraph 2 three evidentiary body paragraphs 3 a conclusion

Descriptive Essays
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The descriptive essay is a genre of essay that asks the student to describe something—
object, person, place, experience, emotion, situation, etc. This genre encourages the
student’s ability to create a written account of a particular experience. What is more, this
genre allows for a great deal of artistic freedom (the goal of which is to paint an image that
is vivid and moving in the mind of the reader). One might benefit from keeping in mind this
simple maxim: If the reader is unable to clearly form an impression of the thing that you are
describing, try, try again! Here are some guidelines for writing a descriptive essay.
• Take time to brainstorm
If your instructor asks you to describe your favorite food, make sure that you jot
down some ideas before you begin describing it. For instance, if you choose pizza,
you might start by writing down a few words: sauce, cheese, crust, pepperoni,
sausage, spices, hot, melted, etc. Once you have written down some words, you can
begin by compiling descriptive lists for each one.
• Use clear and concise language.
This means that words are chosen carefully, particularly for their relevancy in
relation to that which you are intending to describe.
• Choose vivid language.
Why use horse when you can choose stallion? Why not use tempestuous instead of
violent? Or why not miserly in place of cheap? Such choices form a firmer image in
the mind of the reader and often times offer nuanced meanings that serve better one’s
purpose.
• Use your senses!
Remember, if you are describing something, you need to be appealing to the senses
of the reader. Explain how the thing smelled, felt, sounded, tasted, or looked.
Embellish the moment with senses.
• What were you thinking?!
If you can describe emotions or feelings related to your topic, you will connect with
the reader on a deeper level. Many have felt crushing loss in their lives, or ecstatic
joy, or mild complacency. Tap into this emotional reservoir in order to achieve your
full descriptive potential.
• Leave the reader with a clear impression.
One of your goals is to evoke a strong sense of familiarity and appreciation in the
reader. If your reader can walk away from the essay craving the very pizza you just
described, you are on your way to writing effective descriptive essays.
• Be organized!It is easy to fall into an incoherent rambling of emotions and senses when
writing a descriptive essay. However, you must strive to present an organized and logical
description if the reader is to come away from the essay with a cogent sense of what
it is you are attempting to describe.

Narrative Essays
What is a narrative essay?
When writing a narrative essay, one might think of it as telling a story. These essays are
often anecdotal, experiential, and personal—allowing students to express themselves in a
creative and, quite often, moving ways.
Here are some guidelines for writing a narrative essay.

• If written as a story, the essay should include all the parts of a story.
This means that you must include an introduction, plot, characters, setting, climax,
and conclusion.
• When would a narrative essay not be written as a story?
A good example of this is when an instructor asks a student to write a book report.
Obviously, this would not necessarily follow the pattern of a story and would focus
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on providing an informative narrative for the reader.
• The essay should have a purpose.
Make a point! Think of this as the thesis of your story. If there is no point to what you
are narrating, why narrate it at all?
• The essay should be written from a clear point of view.
It is quite common for narrative essays to be written from the standpoint of the
author; however, this is not the sole perspective to be considered. Creativity in
narrative essays often times manifests itself in the form of authorial perspective.
• Use clear and concise language throughout the essay.
Much like the descriptive essay, narrative essays are effective when the language is
carefully, particularly, and artfully chosen. Use specific language to evoke specific
emotions and senses in the reader.
• The use of the first person pronoun ‘I’ is welcomed.
Do not abuse this guideline! Though it is welcomed it is not necessary—nor should it
be overused for lack of clearer diction.
• As always, be organized!
Have a clear introduction that sets the tone for the remainder of the essay. Do not
leave the reader guessing about the purpose of your narrative.Remember, you are in
control of the essay, so guide it where you desire (just make sure your audience can
follow your lead).

Argumentative Essays
What is an argumentative essay?
The argumentative essay is a genre of writing that requires the student to investigate a topic;
collect, generate, and evaluate evidence; and establish a position on the topic in a concise
manner.
Please note: Some confusion may occur between the argumentative essay and the
expository essay. These two genres are similar, but the argumentative essay differs from the
expository essay in the amount of pre-writing (invention) and research involved. The
argumentative essay is commonly assigned as a capstone or final project in first year writing
or advanced composition courses and involves lengthy, detailed research. Expository essays
involve less research and are shorter in length. Expository essays are often used for in-class
writing exercises or tests, such as the GED or GRE.
Argumentative essay assignments generally call for extensive research of literature or
previously published material. Argumentative assignments may also require empirical
research where the student collects data through interviews, surveys, observations, or
experiments. Detailed research allows the student to learn about the topic and to understand
different points of view regarding the topic so that she/he may choose a position and support
it with the evidence collected during research. Regardless of the amount or type of research
involved, argumentative essays must establish a clear thesis and follow sound reasoning.
The structure of the argumentative essay is held together by the following.
• A clear, concise, and defined thesis statement that occurs in the first paragraph of the
essay.
In the first paragraph of an argument essay, students should set the context by reviewing the
topic in a general way. Next the author should explain why the topic is important (exigence)
or why readers should care about the issue. Lastly, students should present the thesis
statement. It is essential that this thesis statement be appropriately narrowed to follow the
guidelines set forth in the assignment. If the student does not master this portion of the
essay, it will be quite difficult to compose an effective or persuasive essay.
• Clear and logical transitions between the introduction, body, and conclusion.
Transitions are the mortar that holds the foundation of the essay together. Without logical
progression of thought, the reader is unable to follow the essay’s argument, and the structure
will collapse. Transitions should wrap up the idea from the previous section and introduce
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the idea that is to follow in the next section.
• Body paragraphs that include evidential support. Each paragraph should be limited to
the discussion of one general idea. This will allow for clarity and direction throughout the
essay. In addition, such conciseness creates an ease of readability for one’s audience. It is
important to note that each paragraph in the body of the essay must have some logical
connection to the thesis statement in the opening paragraph. Some paragraphs will directly
support the thesis statement with evidence collected during research. It is also important to
explain how and why the evidence supports the thesis (warrant).
However, argumentative essays should also consider and explain differing points of view
regarding the topic. Depending on the length of the assignment, students should dedicate
one or two paragraphs of an argumentative essay to discussing conflicting opinions on the
topic. Rather than explaining how these differing opinions are wrong outright, students
should note how opinions that do not align with their thesis might not be well informed or
how they might be out of date.
• Evidential support (whether factual, logical, statistical, or anecdotal). The
argumentative essay requires well-researched, accurate, detailed, and current information to
support the thesis statement and consider other points of view. Some factual, logical,
statistical, or anecdotal evidence should support the thesis. However, students must consider
multiple points of view when collecting evidence. As noted in the paragraph above, a
successful and well-rounded argumentative essay will also discuss opinions not aligning
with the thesis. It is unethical to exclude evidence that may not support the thesis. It is not
the student’s job to point out how other positions are wrong outright, but rather to explain
how other positions may not be well informed or up to date on the topic.
• A conclusion that does not simply restate the thesis, but readdresses it in light of the
evidence provided.
It is at this point of the essay that students may begin to struggle. This is the portion of the
essay that will leave the most immediate impression on the mind of the reader. Therefore, it
must be effective and logical. Do not introduce any new information into the conclusion;
rather, synthesize the information presented in the body of the essay. Restate why the topic
is important, review the main points, and review your thesis. You may also want to include
a short discussion of more research that should be completed in light of your work.
A complete argument
Perhaps it is helpful to think of an essay in terms of a conversation or debate with a
classmate. If I were to discuss the cause of World War II and its current effect on those who
lived through the tumultuous time, there would be a beginning, middle, and end to the
conversation. In fact, if I were to end the argument in the middle of my second point,
questions would arise concerning the current effects on those who lived through the conflict.
Therefore, the argumentative essay must be complete, and logically so, leaving no doubt as
to its intent or argument.

The five-paragraph essay
A common method for writing an argumentative essay is the five-paragraph approach. This
is, however, by no means the only formula for writing such essays. If it sounds
straightforward, that is because it is; in fact, the method consists of (a) an introductory
paragraph (b) three evidentiary body paragraphs that may include discussion of opposing
views and (c) a conclusion.
Longer argumentative essays
Complex issues and detailed research call for complex and detailed essays. Argumentative
essays discussing a number of research sources or empirical research will most certainly be
longer than five paragraphs. Authors may have to discuss the context surrounding the topic,
sources of information and their credibility, as well as a number of different opinions on the
issue before concluding the essay.Many of these factors will be determined by the
assignment.
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Handout 3: Aristotele’s Rhetorical Situation
Rhetorical Concepts
Many people have heard of the rhetorical concepts of logos, ethos, and pathos even if they
do not necessarily know what they fully mean. These three terms, along with kairos and
telos, were used by Aristotle to help explain how rhetoric functions. In ancient Greece, these
terms corresponded with basic components that all rhetorical situations have.

Logos
Logos is frequently translated as some variation of “logic or reasoning,” but it originally
referred to the actual content of a speech and how it was organized. Today, many people
may discuss the logos qualities of a text to refer to how strong the logic or reasoning of the
text is. But logos more closely refers to the structure and content of the text itself. In this
resource, logos means “text.”

Ethos
Ethos is frequently translated as some variation of “credibility or trustworthiness,” but it
originally referred to the elements of a speech that reflected on the particular character of
the speaker or the speech’s author. Today, many people may discuss ethos qualities of a text
to refer to how well authors portray themselves. But ethos more closely refers to an author’s
perspective more generally. In this resource, ethos means “author.”

Pathos
Pathos is frequently translated as some variation of “emotional appeal,” but it originally
referred to the elements of a speech that appealed to any of an audience’s sensibilities.
Today, many people may discuss the pathos qualities of a text to refer to how well an author
appeals to an audience’s emotions. Pathos as “emotion” is often contrasted with logos as
“reason.” But this is a limited understanding of both pathos and logos; pathos more closely
refers to an audience’s perspective more generally. In this resource, pathos means
“audience.”

Telos
Telos is a term Aristotle used to explain the particular purpose or attitude of a speech. Not
many people use this term today in reference to rhetorical situations; nonetheless, it is
instructive to know that early rhetorical thinkers like Aristotle actually placed much
emphasis on speakers having a clear telos. But audiences can also have purposes of their
own that differ from a speaker’s purpose. In this resource, telos means “purpose.”

Kairos
Kairos is a term that refers to the elements of a speech that acknowledge and draw support
from the particular setting, time, and place that a speech occurs. Though not as commonly
known as logos, ethos, and pathos, the term kairos has been receiving wider renewed
attention among teachers of composition since the mid-1980s. Although kairos may be well
known among writing instructors, the term “setting” more succinctly and clearly identifies
this concept for contemporary readers. In this resource, kairos means “setting.”

Current Elements of Rhetorical Situations
All of these terms (text, author, audience, purpose, and setting) are fairly loose in their
definitions and all of them affect each other. Also, all of these terms have specific qualities
that affect the ways that they
interact with the other terms. Below, you’ll find basic definitions of each term, a brief
discussion of the qualities of each term, and then finally, a series of examples illustrating
various rhetorical situations.
Contributors:Ethan Sproat, Dana Lynn Driscoll, Allen Brizee.

Summary:
This presentation is designed to introduce your students to a variety of factors that
contribute to strong, well-organized writing. This presentation is suitable for the beginning
of a composition course or the assignment of a writing project in any class.
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What is a Text?
The word “text” is probably the most fluid term in a rhetorical situation. Usually, the word
“text” refers to a written or typed document. In terms of a rhetorical situation, however,
“text” means any form of communication that humans create. Whenever humans engage in
any act of communication, a text serves as the vehicle for communication. Three basic
factors affect the nature of each text: the medium of the text, the tools used to create the
text, and the tools used to decipher the text.

Medium of a Text
Texts can appear in any kind of medium, or mechanism for communicating. The plural of
medium in this sense is media. Various media affect the ways that authors and audiences
communicate. Consider how these different types of media can affect how and what authors
communicate to audiences in various rhetorical situations: hand-written, typed, computergenerated, audio, visual, spoken, verbal, non-verbal, graphic, pictorial, tactile, with words,
or without words (there are many others, of course). Some varied specific examples of
media could include a paper, a speech, a letter, an advertisement, a billboard,
a presentation, a poster-board, a cartoon, a movie, a painting, a sculpture, an email, a
Twitter tweet, a Facebook post, graffiti, a conversation (face-to-face, on a cell phone, via text
messages) . . . this list is nearly endless.

Tools to Make a Text
Every text is made with tools that affect the structure and content of a text. Such tools could
be physical tools that range from very basic (such as the larynx, throat, teeth, lips, and
tongue necessary for verbal communication) to very complex (such as a laptop computer
with graphic-manipulating software). These tools could also be more conceptual tools that
range from simple (such as implementing feedback from an instructor) to more complicated
(such as implementing different kinds of library and primary research).
The tools of communication often determine the kinds of communication that can happen in
any given rhetorical situation.

Tools to Decipher a Text
Likewise, audiences have varied tools for reading, viewing, hearing, or otherwise
appreciating various texts. These could be actual physical tools that would likewise range
from very basic (like the eyes and reading glasses necessary to read) to very complex (like a
digital projector and screen to view a PowerPoint presentation). Or they could be conceptual
tools that could range from simple (childhood principles learned from parents) to more
complicated (a master’s degree in art). The tools that audiences have at their disposal affect
the ways that they appreciate different texts.
Contributors:Ethan Sproat, Dana Lynn Driscoll, Allen Brizee.

Handout 4: Paul’s Persuasive Tactics in the Letter to
Philemon
Mark Allan Powell, Introducing the New Testament. Published by Baker Academic, a division of Baker
Publishing Group. Copyright © 2009.

Paul employs a number of persuasive tactics in this brief letter to ensure that Philemon will
do as he wishes.
1. In the address of this letter, he includes the entire church that meets in Philemon’s house
(v. 2), even though most of the content seems to be intended for Philemon personally (every
occurrence in Greek of the word you in vv. 4–21 is singular). Thus, there will be public
knowledge of the request that Paul is making, and the whole congregation will know whether
Philemon responds as Paul hopes.
2. Paul tells Philemon that he has a reputation for generosity (vv. 4–7). The implication is that
if he now does as Paul suggests, that reputation will be allowed to continue.
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3. Paul says that Philemon has refreshed “the hearts of the saints” (v. 7) and then appeals to
him with the words “Refresh my heart in Christ” (v. 20). If Philemon were to refuse, he would
be declining to do for Paul what he is renowned for doing for others.
4. Paul indicates that he, as an apostle, has the authority to command Philemon to do what
he wants done in this matter (v. 9), but he refrains from giving such a command so that
Philemon’s good deed might be voluntary (v. 14). If Philemon were to refuse Paul’s request,
he would appear to be taking advantage of this gracious allowance.
5. Paul reminds Philemon that the one making this request is an “old man” and a “prisoner
for Christ Jesus” (v. 9). Philemon would have to be quite heartless to turn down such a
supplicant.
6. Paul emphasizes his personal affection for Onesimus: the man has become like a son to
Paul (v. 10), and in sending him back to Philemon, Paul feels like he is giving up his own
heart (v. 12). Thus, if Philemon does not do Paul the favor of returning Onesimus to him, he
will, in effect, be keeping something very dear to the apostle for himself.
7. Paul also reminds Philemon of what he has done for him (v. 19): Philemon owes him his
very “self” (i.e., his life as a new person in Christ and as an heir to eternal salvation). What
favor could Paul possibly ask in return that would be too great?
8. Paul asserts that he is absolutely confident that Philemon will comply, and do more
besides (v. 21). Thus, if Philemon were to fail to comply, he would be letting Paul down and
disappointing someone who thinks highly of him.
9. Paul concludes by telling Philemon that he plans to come for a visit as soon as he is
released from prison (v. 22). Thus, if Philemon fails to do as Paul suggests, he will have to
deal with the disappointed apostle face-to-face, an awkward encounter to say the least.
In short, Paul manages in a few sentences to place Philemon in a position in which granting
the request will be the only way to maintain honor with Paul, with his own family, and with his
church. We do not know whether Paul did this because he suspected that Philemon would
need this sort of pressure, or because the situation was particularly delicate, or simply
because this was how one made requests of this sort in those days. It is possible that
Philemon would have been delighted to grant Paul’s request apart from any social pressure
or rhetorical encouragement, but in any case, Paul’s letter would have made it difficult for him
not to do as Paul wished.

Handout 5: Developing Strong Thesis Statements
The thesis statement or main claim must be debatable
An argumentative or persuasive piece of writing must begin with a debatable thesis or claim. In other words, the thesis
must be something that people could reasonably have differing opinions on. If your thesis is something that is
generally agreed upon or accepted as fact then there is no reason to try to persuade people.

Example of a non‐debatable thesis statement:
Pollution is bad for the environment.
This thesis statement is not debatable. First, the word pollution means that something is bad or negative in some way.
Further, all studies agree that pollution is a problem; they simply disagree on the impact it will have or the scope of
the problem. No one could reasonably argue that pollution is good.

Example of a debatable thesis statement:
At least 25 percent of the federal budget should be spent on limiting pollution.
This is an example of a debatable thesis because reasonable people could disagree with it. Some people might think
that this is how we should spend the nation's money. Others might feel that we should be spending more money on
education. Still others could argue that corporations, not the government, should be paying to limit pollution.

Another example of a debatable thesis statement:
America's anti-pollution efforts should focus on privately owned cars.
In this example there is also room for disagreement between rational individuals. Some citizens might think
focusing on recycling programs rather than private automobiles is the most effective strategy. The thesis

needs to be narrow
Although the scope of your paper might seem overwhelming at the start, generally the narrower the thesis the more
effective your argument will be. Your thesis or claim must be supported by evidence. The broader your claim is, the
more evidence you will need to convince readers that your position is right.
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Example of a thesis that is too broad:
Drug use is detrimental to society.
There are several reasons this statement is too broad to argue. First, what is included in the category "drugs"? Is the
author talking about illegal drug use, recreational drug use (which might include alcohol and cigarettes), or all uses of
medication in general? Second, in what ways are drugs detrimental? Is drug use causing deaths (and is the author
equating deaths from overdoses and deaths from drug related violence)? Is drug use changing the moral climate or
causing the economy to decline? Finally, what does the author mean by "society"? Is the author referring only to
America or to the global population? Does the author make any distinction between the effects on children and adults?
There are just too many questions that the claim leaves open.
The author could not cover all of the topics listed above, yet the generality of the claim leaves all of these
possibilities open to debate.

Example of a narrow or focused thesis:
Illegal drug use is detrimental because it encourages gang violence.
In this example the topic of drugs has been narrowed down to illegal drugs and the detriment has been narrowed down
to gang violence. This is a much more manageable topic. We could narrow each debatable thesis from the previous
examples in the following way:

Narrowed debatable thesis

1:

At least 25 percent of the federal budget should be spent on helping upgrade business to clean technologies,
researching renewable energy sources, and planting more trees in order to control or eliminate pollution.
This thesis narrows the scope of the argument by specifying not just the amount of money used but also how the
money could actually help to control pollution

Narrowed debatable thesis

2:

America's anti-pollution efforts should focus on privately owned cars because it would allow most citizens to
contribute to national efforts and care about the outcome.
This thesis narrows the scope of the argument by specifying not just what the focus of a national anti-pollution
campaign should be but also why this is the appropriate focus. Qualifiers such as "typically," "generally," "usually," or
"on average" also help to limit the scope of your claim by allowing for the almost inevitable exception to the rule

Types of claims
Claims typically fall into one of four categories. Thinking about how you want to approach your topic, in other words
what type of claim you want to make, is one way to focus your thesis on one particular aspect of your broader topic.
1.
Claims of fact or definition
2.
Claims of cause and effect:
3.
Claims about value:
4.
Claims about solutions or policies: Examples:
What some people refer to as global warming is actually nothing more than normal, long-term cycles of climate
change.
The popularity of SUV's in America has caused pollution to increase.
Global warming is the most pressing challenge facing the world today.
Instead of drilling for oil in Alaska we should be focusing on ways to reduce oil consumption, such as
researching renewable energy sources.

Handout 6: Paul's Thesis Statement (Romans № 3)
Do you remember English class when your teacher wanted you to write a clear and concise thesis statement?
The thesis statement was a short encapsulation of your entire paper--it told in brief what you were going to
write about in full. At yesterday evening's worship service we examined Paul's thesis statement for his letter
to the Romans:
"For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God for salvation to everyone who believes, to the
Jew first and also to the Greek. For in it the righteousness of God is revealed from faith for faith, as it is
written, 'The righteous shall live by faith.'" (Rom 1.16-17 ESV)
This short statement by Paul controls his letter; in it he tells his audience in Rome what to expect. What has
followed his thesis statement has captivated, inspired and puzzled generations of Christians following! Let's
break it down together:

1. "For I am not ashamed of the gospel" (Rom 1.16a ESV). Our English word "gospel" is our rendition of

the Greek word euaggelion or "good news". Paul will be declaring wonderful news to the Roman Christians
when he elaborates on the gospel. He isn't ashamed of it, either. Paul did arrive at Rome as he prayed--but
not as he hoped. He came in chains as a prisoner. Still, he was
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not ashamed of his Lord or his predicament to hinder his good witness to the Praetorian
guards who were chained to him (Phil 1.12,13).

2. "...for it is the power of God for salvation to everyone who believes, to the Jew first and also to the
Greek." (Rom 1.16b ESV)

Notice this careful observation by Paul. His Greek is captivating--dunamis gar theou estin, "for it is [the]
power of God." When we think of power we may visualize something immense, like Hoover Dam's
hydroelectric plant or that errant lightening bolt that scared us silly during a thunderstorm.
Paul, though, declares the gospel to be God's power. It's an interesting concept, really. Think of it: God the
Son himself also becomes man during his conception in the virgin, Mary. He lives a life as a carpenter and
then as an itinerant rabbi who ultimately is conspired against by the religious elite and murdered by Rome.
However, he rises from the dead early Sunday morning and later ascends to heaven, shortly thereafter
sending the Holy Spirit in a new way--filling the saints with himself.
Power is a changed life. Power is a depraved sinner becoming a saint. Power is a child of hell becoming a
child of God. This is power! It came first to the Jew (Christianity was, in the beginning, exclusively Jewish)
and later to everybody else on the planet. Power!

3. "For in it the righteousness of God is revealed from faith for faith, as it is written, '"The righteous shall
live by faith.'" (Rom 1.17 ESV)
Quoting Habbakuk 2.4b, Paul states that God's salvation (deliverance) that the Lord offers people will
come by way of their faith/trust in Christ. We will be looking at this concept repeatedly in our Romans
study but, for the moment, let me speak of "the righteousness of God" (Rom 1.17a). It's monumental in
scope.
There are differing views for understanding this phrase; in his Commentary Clarke spoke of it succinctly
as, "God’s method of saving sinners." In other words, "the righteousness of God" is the gospel, with its
conditions, spelled out.
A. T. Robertson disagrees; in the Greek there is no "the" before "righteousness of God" that different English
translations add. in his Word Pictures he paints a different explanation: A righteousness of God (dikaiosunē
theou). Subjective genitive, 'a God kind of righteousness,' one that each must have and can obtain in no
other way save 'from faith unto faith' ( ek pisteōs eis pistin), faith the starting point and faith the goal
(Lightfoot). However one believes the phrase should be nuanced, Paul will be speaking on the only way
people can be saved.
If you've stayed with me for the entire post, give yourself a hand! You deserve it! �

Handout 7: 1st Mini‐Thesis Proposal (Exodus Route /
Research Question)
The purpose of this exercise is to train your ability to narrow down an idea or subject from a broad research area to a
topic, to a problem, and finally arrive by a clear research question. Important for that process is to start with a good
description of Problem background and clarify the importance of the discussion. Even if the process of narrowing
down go through the above mentioned stages, it may not be proper to use these keywords as headlines, - rather keep
them in mind while developing the paragraph ‘Problem background’.
It is also very important that you from the beginning have a good idea about which literature and theories you will
draw on. – More about this in next exercise.
Try to indicate a good overall structure for the exercise even if the additional chapters in this case will only be
outlined. If you get hooked by the subject during this exercise, you might use it for a later paper with much more focus
on the research and discussion.
Your Name
Address, telephone and email details Bachelor’s Degree of Theology
Supervisor's names
Thesis proposal title: Date

Where is the real Mt Sinai?

Required information in
a proposal

&
Example text

Problem background
It has been questioned whether the Israelites ever were slaves in Egypt and if so which route they followed when
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leaving for the Promised Land. It has further been questioned if the Ten Commandments and the law was actually
given by Moses at Mount Sinai, or if the law was accumulated little by little and then at a much later stage condensed
into the Ten Commandments. This whole spider web of questions is far too far reaching for a short assignment as this,
so therefore our focus will be limited to explore current ideas about the exodus route and try to find the most likely
location of Mount Sinai. Current researchers have suggested that Mount Sinai is located in Saudi Arabia, which in
ancient time was the land of Midian. This suggestion rests on several indicia and involves also an alternative view on
the exodus route including a Red Sea crossing at the Golf of Accaba and not close to the Suez.
Importance of this discussion
To get more clarity on this matter is of value for anyone who studies the history of the Jews and anyone who teaches
this biblical subject of the exodus. – It may even serve to strengthen their faith as some more parts of the puzzle might
fall into place. It may not directly make a difference to the spiritual significance of Sinai as a symbol of the old
covenant, however it is always embarrassing for a preacher or teacher to be confronted with ‘supported statements’
such as ‘this was not how or where it happened’. However if the issue has been considered earlier, he will be able to
meet such statements in a qualified way.
Principle of an Introduction: From general to specific
Research area
Old Testament / pre kingdom Israel
Topic
Origin of Jewish People and their law
Problem
The Exodus route
Research question
Where is the Mount Sinai?
Methodology for mini library research:
All available books on the subject will be browsed through to determine how
many main views there are on the matter.
Two or three competing theories will be selected and read carefully.
A set of key questions will be identified and dealt with in an analysis based on the
statements, agreement and disagreement of the authors.
Chapters in a 5 part Essay can be:
Introduction
- Rationale of the problem and research question Body
- Short summary of the existing theories
- Discussion of The exodus route
- Discussion of The location of Mount Sinai Conclusion
- Summary of findings with indication of how this influences on our understanding of the Exodus, the giving of the
law and the Bible in general.
Literature
As we are a Bible believing institution, our primary source and authority is the Bible. – However an academic paper
requires discussion based on contrasting viewpoints, which makes it imperative to draw other sources into the
reasoning.
Bible Sections of special interest for this paper are: Exodus 1- Deuteronomy 1- Acts 7 Gal 3+4 Heb 3+12 To shed
light on some geographical issues include books like Bible Atlas Web based sources like Wikipedia. Google Earth, etc
etc plus YouTube videos

Handout 8: 2nd Mini‐Thesis Proposal (Synoptic
Problem / Quoting literature)
The purpose of this exercise is to make proper literature references.
Therefore the discussion does not need to exhaust the subject, but it must include a number of quotes from various
authors, using correct references in accordance with CMS (the Chicago Manual of Style)
A correct overall structure of the exercise must also be maintained.
In other words: you will only do an initial study of this subject now, - and have the possibility of choosing the same
subject for a later ‘real’ thesis, in which you will do the study in much more depth, observing all the quality standards
of a Bachelor thesis.
Your Name Address, telephone and email details Bachelor’s Degree of Theology Supervisor's names Thesis proposal
title Who was the first Gospel Writer? Date
Problem background
It is striking that Matthew, Mark and Luke have striking similarities. That’s why they are also known as the synoptic
gospels. But who wrote first? And did they copy each other? This question has been discussed by numerous authors
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and it may not be possible to reach a final conclusion on the matter. However a small scale study will in this case serve
as an outline of the problem and a useful summary for new pastors and Bible teachers.
Importance of this discussion
It has been argued that the gospels were not authentic. This is the first question we want to deal with. Next it has been
argued that none of them were eye witnesses, and that their accounts therefore were more fiction than fact. Further it
has been argued that even if some of persons the gospels were named after actually were eyewitnesses, they did not
write the accounts themselves, only passed on information in a verbal form, so when it eventually was written down, it
had been changed to match the church dogmas at that later time.
Structure of the research
Research area: History of The New Testament Topic: Autencity of the Gospels Problem: The origin of the Gospels,
verbal as well as written Research question: Who was the first Gospel Writer
Methoddology
This disscussion wwill be bassed on librrary and innternet ressearch of tthe matter..
Initiallyy the introdductions to the Gosppels in varrious Biblles will serrve to direect the
researchh to a nummber of souurces dealling withvvarious paarts of the backgrounnd.
Two or three commpeting theeories willl be selectted and reaad carefullly.
A set off key questions will be identiffied and dealt with iin an analyysis basedd on the
statements, agreement anddisagreemment of thee authors.
Chapteers
Introducction :
-Rationnale of thee problemand research questiion
Body:
-Short summary of the exiisting theoories
-Discusssion of thhe authentticity of thhe Gospelss in generaal
-Discusssion of thhe synoptic problemm
-Discusssion of hoow the wrritten accoounts founnd their final forrm.

Handout 9: 3rd Mini-Thesis Proposal (Lay-out &
utilizing Word-functions )
The purpose of this exercise is to train good lay-out habits.
The overall structure must be maintained to give a proper idea of your ability to use
recommended lay-out. – So be sure you have a good idea about the chapters /
headlines that must be there to form a full thesis.
In this case the contents of each paragraph is not essential, however use opening
sentences in each paragraph that make sense together with the corresponding
headline.
Likewise include citations in each section as part of the lay-out, to illustrate how you
handle citations in text and as separate quotes, with reference / footnotes /
bibliography.
Make a proper front page: Thesis Title Name + course/College + date

Abstract,
Try to imagine the final product, the write a 10-line abstract.
Automatic generated index if access to MS-Word Introduction (Subparagraphs may
be called Problem background, importance of discussion, etc) Make sure it clearly
stipulates your thesis statement and/or research question. You also need to
introduce theories and methodology

First argument (use a proper heading for the problem discussed)
Illustrate citing of literature in text, at least 2examples in 2 sub-paragraphs

Second argument (use a proper heading for the problem discussed)
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Illustrate summarizing of literature and paraphrasing of a specific quote in 2 different
sub-paragraphs

Third argument (use a proper heading for the problem discussed)
Illustrate the use of a block quote. Include a model or table in another sub-paragraph.

Conclusion with indication of:
What your original claim was, and how this is confirmed or modified by the findings.
How these findings influence our understanding of the problem and our life / future.

Bibliography
Complete list of works cited or paraphrased in this paper.

Checklist for structure and design (what the marker will look for)
There is a logical and relevant structure, consisting of the following: title page, main
question, results, discussion, conclusion and references. There is a consistent and
clear chapter structure that is relevant to the main question. The chapters and
sections are provided with suitable titles. References comply with the applicable
academic standards. CMS Literature references are complete, consistent and
correct.

Handout 10: Criteria you will be evaluated on. –
Assessment of a thesis:
Key words for Assessment of a thesis:
You may like to have a look at this section, as this is some of the criteria your lecturers will
use when marking your work…

Objective and main question
The subject matter is clearly defined.
There is a clearly formulated main question.
The main question is based on relevant academic concepts and theories. These explained in a
theoretical framework.
The main question leads to relevant hypotheses.

Methodology
NB: This can apply to data collection and analysis, as well as to literature research
The research method is clearly justified, described and repeatable.
The research structure is suitable to the main question.
Relevant qualitative and/or quantitative research methods are employed.
A relevant method was chosen for the collection and (if applicable) processing of The data
collected are adequately and correctly presented.

Analysis
The analysis and interpretation of the data are accurate, reliable, comprehensive The analysis
and interpretation of the data are of sufficient profundity.

Profoundness of the research
The research is profound (complexity, depth and scope of the research).

Structure and design
There is a logical and relevant structure, consisting of the following: title page, table (max. 1
page), main question, results, discussion, conclusion and references.
There is a consistent and clear chapter structure that is relevant to the main question.
The chapters and sections are provided with suitable titles.
References comply with the applicable academic standards.
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Literature references are complete, consistent and correct.

Internal consistency
There is a coherent, logical and convincing argument.
The argument leads to theoretically embedded conclusions/partial conclusions main question.

Use of language
The language used is correct and clear.

Conclusions and recommendations
Conclusions have been drawn regarding the main question based on the processed The main
question is answered.
The hypotheses are accepted or rejected.

Relevance, added value and originality
The thesis makes a relevant contribution to the practical knowledge within the field
Individual vision, originality and creativity are clearly displayed.

Handout 11: 6 Ways to Avoid Plagiarism in Research
Papers
1. Paraphrase - So you have found information that is perfect for your research paper.
Read it and put it into your own words. Make sure that you do not copy verbatim more
than two words in a row from the text you have found. If you do use more than two
words together, you will have to use quotation marks. We will get into quoting
properly soon.
2. Cite - Citing is one of the effective ways to avoid plagiarism. Follow the document
formatting guidelines (i.e. APA, MLA, Chicago, etc.) used by your educational
institution or the institution that issued the research request. This usually entails the
addition of the author(s) and the date of the publication or similar information. Citing
is really that simple. Not citing properly can constitute plagiarism.
3. Quoting - When quoting a source, use the quote exactly the way it appears. No one
wants to be misquoted. Most institutions of higher learning frown on “block quotes”
or quotes of 40 words or more. A scholar should be able to effectively paraphrase
most material. This process takes time, but the effort pays off! Quoting must be done
correctly to avoid plagiarism allegations.
4. Citing Quotes - Citing a quote can be different than citing paraphrased material.
This practice usually involves the addition of a page number, or a paragraph number in
the case of web content.
5. Citing Your Own Material - If some of the material you are using for your research
paper was used by you in your current class, a previous one, or anywhere else you
must cite yourself. Treat the text the same as you would if someone else wrote it. It
may sound odd, but using material you have used before is called self-plagiarism, and
it is not acceptable.
6. Referencing - One of the most important ways to avoid plagiarism is including a
reference page or page of works cited at the end of your research paper. Again, this
page must meet the document formatting guidelines used by your educational
institution. This information is very specific and includes the author(s), date of
publication, title, and source. Follow the directions for this page carefully. You will
want to get the references right.
Find below 9 examples of correct citing of a text:

Correct in-text citations
Original passage from page 248 of Ashley Montagu’s book The American Way of Life:
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To be human is to weep. The human species is the only one in the whole world of animate
nature that sheds tears. The trained inability of any human being to weep is a lessening of his
capacity to be human – a defect that usually goes deeper than the mere inability to cry.
And this, among other things, is what American parents – with the best intentions in the world
– have achieved for the American male. It is very sad. If we feel like it, let us all have a good
cry – and clear our minds of those cobwebs of confusion, which have for so long prevented us
from understanding the ineluctable necessity of crying.
Now, look at the various ways you can use the opinion expressed in the passage.
Montagu (2000) claims that American men have a diminished capacity to be human because
they have been trained by their culture not to cry.
In his book The American Way of Life, Ashley Montagu writes, “The trained inability of any
human being to weep is a lessening of his capacity to be human – a defect which usually goes
deeper than the mere inability to cry” (p. 248).
According to Montagu (2000), “To be human is to weep” (p. 248).
“If we feel like it,” writes Montagu (2000), “let us have a good cry – and clear our minds of
those cobwebs of confusion which have for so long prevented us from understanding the
intellectual necessity of crying” (p. 248).
One distinguished anthropologist calls the American male’s reluctance to cry “a lessening of
his capacity to be human” (Montagu, 2000, p. 248).
Montagu (2000) finds it “very sad” that American men have a “trained inability” to shed tears
(p. 248).
When my grandfather died, all the members of my family – men and women alike – wept
openly. We have never been ashamed to cry. As Montagu (2000) writes, “to be human is to
weep” (p. 248). I am sure we are more human, and in better mental and physical health,
because we are able to express our feelings without artificial restraints.
Montagu (2000) argues that it is both unnatural and harmful for American males not to cry:
To be human is to weep. The human species is the only one in the whole world of animate
nature that sheds tears. The trained inability of any human being to weep is a lessening of his
capacity to be human – a defect that usually goes deeper than the mere inability to cry…. It is
very sad. (p. 248)

Handout 12: Chicago manual of Style
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